The environment of performance has a role as important in production, transfer and representation of oral cultural products as instruments, lyrics and performers. These environments, bearing the traces of their geography and social atmosphere, are so special that they become important determinants of the character of the dances that take place within them. The traditional musical gathering is one of the important performance environments of Turkish Folk music. In addition to it being an important determinant of oral cultural products in a wide area of our country, it also aims to put social rules into practice in a field of socialization. Stories are told, theatrical games are exhibited and folk dances are performed along with regional melodies in traditional musical gatherings referred to as "conversations", "meetings" as well as specific names that vary from place to place such as Ferfene, Yâren, Kürsübaşı, Sıra Gecesi, Barana etc.
Introduction
What is the Space? What is the Role of Music? What is the Role of Woman in a Space? Tolstoy describes art, which he considers as one of the necessities of human life, as one of the means people use to establish relations with one another and an environment of relationships that bring people together around the same emotions (Tolstoy, 2009, 48) ; Fischer describes art, the causality of which he questions, as the integration of the limited ego of humans with social life, socializing their individuality, and thereby as an indispensible means for an individual to blend with the entirety (Fischer, 1980, 8) . Many other descriptions regarding art also include "the tradition of meetings with music," where people get together in the framework of the same emotions, dreams and desires to acquire strength against death or separations and exhibit their vitality by expressing their wishes for a healthy and happy future through dance and music, for example, at henna nights and weddings (Çınar, 2013, 271) .
-449 -Meetings with music are a type of activity where society, living together, reflects its participants' similar daily lives and traditions and products of folk art, where individuals integrate with the entirety, and socializes his/her individuality. Across the various regions of Turkey, public meeting with music occur in which stories are told, dances are performed for attendees and folk dances are exhibited with songs, all of which belong to the specific region in which the meeting takes place. This type of meeting is referred to as "chat" and "meeting" in general and also referred to as Ferfene, Yâren, Kürsübaşı, Sıra Gecesi (Sıra Night) and Barana in different regions. These meetings with music, which have origins in the Ahî order (13th century) yet continue through to the present, are meetings in which males dominate. The woman does not have a role in these meetings but some chat environmets and execution environments have been found, where women gathered together, as a result of having examined written sources and our field studies. All the moments, excitement, memories are easily felt through the dramatic effects of the rhythm and music during these meetings, which have traditions, customs, rituals, acts, excitement and emotions of daily life (Çınar, 2013, 272) . Dance and music, which are indispensible elements of these meetings, are the two artistic actions we are trying to describe. While dance reflects life and mirrors society, music taps out the rhythm of life and voices emotions. We encounter music at a meeting through a way of expression that is exclusive to its community, where every community is animated through its own exclusive expression. For example, zeibek music and dance is encountered in an environment where people gather in the Aegean; kosma in Central Anatolia, yol havasi (a kind of folk song) requiem in Eastern Anatolia,…etc.
All verbal cultural products exist in these meetings, where we observe dance and music together. They are important means of socialization in the society and make it easier for us to emphasize the socially unifying aspect of art. In the performence field of our study women are in the background in some meetings and are the stars in others. These meetings, in which we conducted our field study, can be defined multiperspectively as an important means for the space, -as Lefebvre stated while defining space 2 , which provide a space for the activities and space for execution for the representatives, social structure and socializing, a result of social structure and socialization, result of social production and products of the society. At this point, we are going to use one of these meetings that took space as an example, and examine its artistic data from the perspective of space theory and social gender.
Space -Space Dialectics (In-Between Space -Main Space) Woman in Space Where Production Takes Space and Which Transforms: The Case of Ankara While social practices shaped space and prepared the formation of areas, which existed as per some determined codes of life, spatial patterns have become a designed means of both preservation of social structure and presenting a new identity and system of relations for the individuals. (Yıldız&Alaeddinoğlu, 2007, 855 ) Meetings, we encounter as the space of such social practices, as henna, lamentation, weddings and rituals are like a codification of social identity. When the concept of space is connected to a social practice that creates both spatial and meaning, the concept of space acquires the whole scope (Lefebvre, 2015, 158) . In fact, every meeting has actors and these actors assume an identities and thus their roles, according to the content of the meeting. For example:
SPACE = HENNA HOUSE ROLE = TAMBOURINE PLAYER LADY

SPACE = HOUSE OF LAMENTATION ROLE = MOURNING WOMAN
SPACE =DJEMEVI ROLE = MATRON / ZAKIR
In this context, the space,where we conducted our study and the role are:
SPACE = FERFENE ROOM ROLE/CODIFIED IDENTIFICATION = SISTER SAINTS / SISTERS
The construction of identity is also the construction of a network of spaces, and these spaces are built on the axis of such social divisions as gender, race or class and they also produce these again. (Schick, 2001, 22) Gender and especially sexuality are among the main (attributed) features of space, which has been founded socially. (Schick, 2001: 6) With reference to the descriptions of Schick, environments with music, where women are present, (henna nights, house of lamentation, rituals), have been coded according to social gender roles. Instruments (tambourine, hydria, spoon), they play, elements of repertoire they play (lullaby, requiem), sound ranges, -450 -their dances (woman's zeibek…) have shaped on the axis of their roles in addition to the spaces. As shape is also "an indication of social purpose," 3 spaces, where meeting with music are held, allow us to obtain allpurpose data in the context of the coding of social identity and emergence of types of music-dance.
Demonstrating that sexuality is a central means in the construction of spacial differentiation, Schick states that space is a main element of identity and the ego thrives in the space and therefore the space, called "here" has inerasible traces. (Schick, 2001, 14, 21 ) Therefore, we can say that the kitchen has an important status within the home in the identity of women, whose roles at meetings take shape in parallel with the social gender roles. So that in the study of Eroğlu&Karahasanoğlu... (2017), in which informed distribution of home space by gender, men are state of honor and located around the table. Women are either passive or in service in the hall (chatting environments)...as women get closer to the kitchen they go away from conversation (p.136).
Starting from this point of view, we can understand where women are positioned in the context of place, considering that chatting environments and meetings with music take place in the lounges and living rooms. The main spaces for chatting and meetings with music are locations at the connecting points of public areas. The kitchen, which is located within the boundaries of a private area, is a space where restriction and the identities that have created it are solved; an in-between location 4 . Women's roles and duties in kitchens, whose area of responsibility is service, are determined.
MAIN SPACE=PUBLIC AREA=LIVING ROOM CHATTING -MEETING WITH MUSIC
IN-BETWEEN SPACE=PRIVATE AREA=KITCHEN SERVICE -TO PROVIDE SERVICE FOR THE MAIN SPACE
According to the definition of Sennett, being able to go out to the public space, defined as "the space to establish social relationships," and to be able to be in a space, whared with others, is to be able to represent himself/herself. (Taptık&Tanyeli, 2010, 47) Although women, who experience restriction of space regarding being able to perform their art and join environments of execution as a result of their roles and distribution of duties, are restricted in space dialectics (main/in-between spaces), they socialize in the spaces provided for them (henna night, cirsumcision henna, soldier send-off, rituals, etc.) or stand against the distribution of duty and space of social structure, which is male dominated. We will give examples from Ankara, which is our field study area, for standing against.
The music of Ankara built its historical foundations on the urban centered music folklore created by the Seymen (Efe of Ankara, hero of Ankara) culture and the ancient music tradition created by Central Anatolian culture. It is especially the elements of traditional music and reportoire, played in and around the city at music assemblies, such as Festivities, Chatting and Room Chatting that constitute the source of reference for the music of Ankara. (Satır, 2014) The execution of music in Ankara's society has been shaped by male dominated expression in "Ferfene," a local name used to refer to a meeting with music, associated with the common identity of the society of Ankara. In Ankara, where it is said that it is a privilege to participate in a Ferfene, the motto of "A girl learns to prepare dowery from her mother and a boy learns ferfene from his father" (Balaban, 2016), becomes significant.
When we take a look at the written sources to understand the role of women in the tradition of meetings with music in Ankara, we can understand from the explanations below that women participated in a meeting with music, called a "festivity," in a male-dominated meeting, only to entertain men, and a woman who did not have a possessor would not be able to enter these meetings even as an entertanier:
One or two women, who belonged to efes, were brought to the festivity and they sat on chairs, located immediately to the right side of the entrance in the festivity room. Women, who were managed by the efes, who possessed them, were called outside quietly and smacked by the efes if they did something inappropriate…They were treated harshly and despised …Their duties were to provide service at thje festivity, to roll cigrettes and dance when it was time to dance…First one ot two young guys would dance and then these women would start to dance. These women would usually wear long tuck pleat white dresses and reefs with silver-gilt threads on top of them, wrap shawls on their wastes and button the ens of the shawls above their bellies… It was prohibited to look above their waste while the women were dancing. Always young guys, who play musical instruments well and dance well and women, who play the bell well and dance well were called to the festivities…Instead of being beautiful, women -451 -who would play the bell, artistic talent of the woman, especially playing the bell well, adjusting the bell well between her fingers and playing the bell in the most suitable way possible in harmony with the music, were desirable. Women would also look for those, who would play the instruments well. (Yönetken, 1966, 11, 12, 13) .
In the field where we conducted our study (Ankara Club Association), we observed hegemony in the space. Women representatives were covered and restricted to certain places in the Ferfene, held once per week, and we discovered through our interviews and observations that a great majority of women resisted distribution of duty and space. Consequently, we witness that the women protect the traditional ways of entertainment, known to belong to women and that they execute dances of women, which have almost become obsolete. So much so that, in this space, where a great majority of dances associated with the common identity of the society of Ankara are executed by males (Seymens) although women make their rehearsals with the instructors 5 appointed for them by the administration of the association-they argued that the dance, known as "Ankara Ballade 6 (Ankara Koşması)" and which was in the repertoire of the men and executed at meetings with music, should belong to women and "took back" their dance in their own words.
Although this case also corresponded to "an invented tradition 7 " in Hobsbawm's words, thay stated that they did not have anything less than men in representing their traditions and they would continue women's folk dances and music today, as it was the case in history and they said that "we had a place next to men..." (Sert&Karaca, 2017) . In addition to the strength they receive from their existence in the space "they added strength to their strength" in their own words. This mentioned reference is from the documentary, named "Ankara, the heart of Turkey" made by the Soviets in 1934. These data are among the most important visual materials, which belong to the first years of the Republic. 8 "Ankara Ballade (Ankara Koşması)" -Ankara Club Association: This record was made at the activity, prepared to celebrate Ankara becoming the capital city (13 October 1923). The dance is also performed by men, although not as much as it used to be. In addition to understanding the way women understand and practice tradition, this example played a primary role in understandin their efforts to exist in the space, in which they are restricted. Use in each case creates a performative space and a specific spatiality (Lichte, 2016, 187) , in which the space, which emerges as a result of social production in this activity, was shaped again in the woman's collective. Women, who were moved away from common identity, existed in the space (kitchen and women's living room) offered for them and did not move away from the space. They made their presence felt in every part of the place (male chatting room and the large hall) in time. They have demonstrated that they also had an important role in the common identity by protecting the product of the tradition, which they thought belonged to them, in this place, which we can define as a cultural carrier, in this time frame. 5 Women requested from the administration that they wanted to dance and asked for support from the administration. As a result of these negtiations, and their persistent requests, an instructor, who would train the women dancers was appointed. 6 In written sources, this game does not belong to women, but verbal sources claim that the game music is the play of women. (Balaban, 2016) Of course, the most accurate information will be revealed through deep field studies. 7 ...traditions that have been adapted to the new situation, embraced the old situations, or found their own past by compelling repetitions (Hobsbawm, 2016, 2) . 8 While the zeibeks (men) perform their dances, a folk dances team, consisting of women, can also be seen in this documentary. This source shows that women are not inferior to men.
-452 - 
Conclusion
With reference to Woolf, who defines the placelessness of woman through a metaphoric allocation of apace, as a "room, which belongs to herself 9 ". While men have sıra rooms, barana rooms and friend rooms, and chat and execute their art in these rooms, women execute their duties, allocated for them or just create time although there is no room/space, which belongs to them, making use of the time, when men are having fun. Therefore, women, who do not participate in the chatting environment during execution of traditional music, experience the losses of this restriction in other stages of the execution. Women, who cannot show their existence in these places, are also deprived of being a traveler, accessing primary sources of traditional music, playing his/her instrument in a public area, keeping his/her musical memory alive and having historical information related to his/her field, all of which are considered to be essential aspects for traditional music performers (âşık/ashik). Starting from this point of view again, women, who are deprived of the places of the tradition, also can't take place in the places of administration as much as she is permitted to today. As it can be understood from the table, prepared by Eroglu, which belongs to 2017, it is among important data that women do not exist in the management of places of decision centers, which can be defined as administrative places of the music market in our country, such as MESAM (Musical Work Owners' Society of Turkey), MUYORBIR (Music Interpreters Guild of Turkey) or management of music companies.
MUYORBIR and MESAM Boards Distribution Chart of Males and Females
MUYORBIR MESAM
Board of Directors 7M, 2F 0F, 11M
Board of Auditors 1M, 2F 1F, 4M
Board of Dignity 2M, 1W 0W, 5M
Board of Technical Science 2M, 1W 0W, 5M (Eroğlu, 2017, 50) Space, which has been given a menaing and shaped according to social conditions, will continue to be an important dimension in our lives. It will always esixt as an element, which affects our values (our folk
